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PROJECT TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
 

A. Introduction  
 
1. Power Grid Corporation of India Limited (POWERGRID) is India’s national power 
transmission company and has the responsibility for planning, developing and operating the 
high-voltage inter-state and inter-regional power transmission network.1 Capital expenditure and 
projects completed in the past three years reflect the growth plans that have been set out for 
POWERGRID’s national network. In the nine months to 31 December 2014, POWERGRID 
capitalized the Indian rupee equivalent of about $2.64 billion, representing 9,622 circuit 
kilometers (km) of completed transmission lines and 13,156 megavolt amperes (MVA) of sub-
station capacity and undertook capital work on the Indian rupee equivalent of about $2.45 billion 
of transmission assets, demonstrating a good project implementation record and ability to 
complete the national transmission network’s large upgrade and strengthening requirements. 
POWERGRID’s operational performance has been consistently good, evidenced by 
transmission network availability of above 99% for the past five years.  
 
2. POWERGRID has in-house planning capabilities including computer aided facilities for 
planning, design, operation and maintenance of the transmission system. Planning transmission 
system investments includes various load flow, stability, short-circuit system studies in view the 
existing system, and future load flow requirements. The project’s two separate components 
have undergone thorough system design and planning. 
 
3. The Project. The Green Energy Corridor and Grid Strengthening Project  partially funds 
electric transmission system investments in India, including (i) a portion of the Government of 
India’s “Green Energy Corridor” initiative to facilitate the transfer of renewable energy from the 
renewable energy rich areas to other regions, consisting of 765 kilovolt (kV) transmission lines, 
a substation, and equipment to measure and monitor system flows, and (ii) four high voltage 
direct current (HVDC) terminals (two 800 kV and two 320 kV) as part of increased interregional 
connectivity between India’s western and southern regional grids. 
 
B. Green Energy Corridor Component  
 
4. Background and rationale. About 30 gigawatts (GW) of renewable capacity additions 
are envisaged by 2018. In order to facilitate integration of such large scale renewable capacity, 
a comprehensive transmission plan comprising intra-state and inter-state transmission system 
strengthening was identified as a part of “Green Energy Corridors” initiative. 
 
5. Considering the quantum of envisaged renewable energy capacity, it is expected that 
some of the renewable energy resource rich states, particularly Rajasthan, shall have more 
renewable energy capacity than the capacity required for fulfilling their Renewable Purchase 
Obligations. Such renewable energy rich host states may not be able to absorb the full quantum 
when renewable generation is at its peak, and the Indian Electricity Grid Code stipulates that 
renewable energy plants have “must run” status and not be subjected to “merit order dispatch” 
principles. 
6. There is thus a need to strengthen inter-state transmission to facilitate the transfer of 
power outside the renewable energy resource rich states with reliability and security, as well as 
enlargement of the balancing area to address intermittency and variability, inherent 
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characteristics of wind and solar power. High capacity transmission corridors connecting major 
renewable energy pockets is thus planned and under development as an integrated part of the 
overall inter-state transmission system.  
 
7. POWERGRID had prepared a comprehensive study for the identification of required 
transmission infrastructure upgrades to accommodate the likely capacity additions of renewable 
energy described above.2 This study identifies the required investments and estimates the 
capital expenditure requirement to ensure adequate capacity and system reliability to meet 
India’s requirements. Data from state transmission utilities and the Central Electricity Regulatory 
Commission was reviewed by the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, the Forum of 
Regulators, and the Central Electricity Authority (CEA). The study also included power demand 
projections taken from the 18th Electric Power Survey of the CEA. This proposed project funds 
part of the interstate portion of the green energy corridor initiative. 
 
8. The need for more transmission capacity. In Gujarat about 4,700 megawatts (MW) of 
renewable generation capacity is envisaged through wind and solar power, of which about 
1,100 MW wind and 200 MW solar generation capacity additions are envisaged in the Kutch 
area alone. Kutch district is home to the 40 MW solar power project owned by the Adani Group 
and commissioned in 2012. There are plans to expand this facility to 100 MW in the future. 
Other project developers with solar power projects in Kutch district include Essar Power, 
Welspun, Solar Semiconductor and others. In Rajasthan, about 5,700 MW of wind and solar 
generation capacity is envisaged, of which about 800 MW of wind power is envisaged in the 
southern part (Banswara and Pratapgarh areas near Chittorgarh). Further, about 1,000 MW 
wind and solar generation potential is indicated around Bikaner in western Rajasthan. Large 
investors such as Soft Bank, Reliance, and Adani Power have signed large memorandums of 
understanding (MOUs) in Rajasthan for setting up solar parks and power would be evacuated 
over inter-state lines. Medium sized investors either will set up solar parks themselves. Even 
state owned entities like NTPC Limited, Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited, and Coal India 
Limited plan to invest in projects.  
 
9. As of today, the two leading states in India for grid connected solar are Gujarat and 
Rajasthan with both having installed capacities of around 1,000 MW each and together 
accounting for over 60% of the installed grid connected solar capacity in India today. Both these 
states are at the forefront given solar radiation levels, availability of land, and the government's 
proposed plans for solar parks in these states.  Rajasthan has announced a 25,000 MW plan for 
solar energy, and  MOUs for over 20,000 MW have been signed by both international and 
domestic investors. Rajasthan is currently pursuing two investment models for solar parks, each 
envisions setting up the land, clearances, common grid connectivity and park infrastructure so 
that private investors have a “plug and play” opportunity to bid for space within the park to install 
solar projects. The models include (i) state government owned parks,3 and (ii) privately owned 
parks through a joint venture approach.4  Several large private investors have also expressed 
interest to set up solar parks themselves if land is allocated by the government.  
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10. Planned transmission investments. Considering the immense potential of renewable 
resources in the these areas, high capacity 765/400kV substations are planned at these 
locations to connect the major renewable energy pockets from the Bhuj Pooling station in 
Gujarat (located in the western regional grid) to Moga in Punjab via Chittorgarh/Ajmer/Bikaner in 
Rajasthan (all located in the northern region). For onward dispersal of power beyond Ajmer and 
Bikaner, a 765 kV high capacity transmission corridor is proposed to connect to Moga in Punjab, 
a major load center in the northern region. Moga is well connected to major hydropower 
complexes in the northern mountainous states totaling 4,800 MW. Additional hydropower 
capacity of over 3,300 MW, including a pumped storage plant, are under construction in these 
mountainous states. Connecting these via the high capacity interconnection with the renewable 
energy pockets of Gujarat and Rajasthan will help address the intermittency aspect of wind and 
solar power generation. Moga is also interconnected with a high capacity HVDC system at 
Bhiwadi, which will provide flexibility in power transfer requirements to further address the 
variability inherent in renewable energy generation. This coordinated set of high capacity 
transmission interconnections thus facilitates integration of wind and solar power with more 
flexible hydropower capacity in the north of the country, enabling supply side balancing to 
address intermittency issues expected from the extensive wind and solar power capacity 
additions.   
 
11. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) funded portion of these interstate high capacity 
corridors includes the transmission interconnection between Ajmer in Rajasthan, through 
Bikaner, Rajasthan to Moga in Punjab.  Specifically, assets include: 
 

 765 kV double circuit transmission line from Ajmer to Bikaner (263 km); 

 2x1500 megavolt amperes (MVA), 765/400 kV substation at Bikaner; 

 400 kV double circuit (Quad) transmission line from Bikaner (new substation) to 
Bikaner (existing substation)  (26 km); 

 765 kV double circuit transmission line from Bikaner to Moga (366 km); 

 extensions of the existing Ajmer and Moga substations by adding 2 additional line bays 
each; 

 associated reactive compensation (bus reactors & line reactors); and  

 real time measurement and monitoring equipment. 
 
12. These project assets are encircled in the map below.  
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13. The transmission lines. Electricity is transmitted at high voltages to improve the power 
system reliability, and reduce the energy losses in long-distance transmission.5 For the high 
capacity corridors, 765 kV transmission lines were chosen because at this extra high voltage, 
several times the power of lower voltage lines can be transmitted over long distances within a 
single corridor right of way. Transmission at 765 kV also offers greater reliability due to its strict 
design criteria, surpassing reliability of other voltage classes. A 400 kV line is also part of the 
project connecting one existing and one new substation at Bikaner, to further disperse the 
power to other parts of the state level transmission system in Rajasthan.  
 
14. Substation. A transmission substation connects two or more transmission lines. 
Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other 
important functions. A substation includes transformers to change voltage levels between high 
transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at the interconnection of two different 
transmission voltages. The key role of a substation is to help regulate supply in the network, 
including converting high voltage electricity down to a lower voltage that can be delivered to 
homes and businesses, helping manage voltage fluctuations, providing crucial network 
protection from electrical faults or equipment failure, assisting with network management 
through switches, circuit breakers and other devices, and allowing control of the network for 
maintenance and other work. The 765/400 kV substation at Bikaner will have a capacity of 
3,000 MVA, and will convert power from the765 kV voltage level down to the 400 kV level for 
power flows to an existing substation. It will also serve as a connection point for the 765 kV high 
capacity corridor to transmit power to the existing substation at Moga in Punjab.  
 
15. Additional items. A bay connects an incoming power line to a busbar assembly in a 
substation, and thus new bays will be constructed at the existing substations in Ajmer, 
Rajashtan and Moga, Punjab to accommodate the new transmission lines. The project also 
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includes equipment to address reactive compensation6 through installation of line reactors and 
bus reactors to control voltage within stipulated limits.  There is also real time measurement and 
monitoring equipment, such as phasor measurement unit technology that measures certain grid 
characteristics and transmits the data through networks to data concentrator units in control 
centers. It enables operators to monitor online power system stability, and helps them to take 
necessary actions in abnormal circumstances to prevent accidents.  
 
C. High Voltage Direct Current Terminals  
 
16. Background and rationale.  India’s national transmission grid is divided into five 
regions: the northern, eastern, southern, western and northeastern regions. The southern region 
is facing a large power deficit. The current maximum power demand of the southern region is 
about 39,000 MW and faces a deficit of about 3,400 MW. The 18th Electric Power Survey of the 
CEA,7 projects the expected power demand of the southern region to be about 57,200 MW by 
2017 and 82,200 MW by 2022. Envisaged generation capacity additions in the southern region 
will not be sufficient, such that increased transmission capacity to the southern region is 
required.  
 
17. Planned transmission investments. To facilitate the import of power into southern 
region and considering the long distance, it has been proposed that power be transferred over a 
HVDC system. Accordingly, an 800 kV HVDC link with a capacity of 6,000 MW with terminals at 
Raigarh, Chhattisghar and Pugalur, Tamil Nadu, along with a voltage source converter based 
320 kV HVDC link with a capacity of 2,000 MW between Pugalur and North Trichur, Kerala has 
been proposed. This was confirmed during the Joint meeting of the Standing Committee on 
Power System Planning of the Southern Region meeting held on 20 April 2015. The ADB 
funded portion only includes the terminals as follows: 

 

 800 kV HVDC terminal station at Raigarh, Chhattisgarh; 

 800 kV HVDC terminal station at Pugalur, Tamil Nadu; 

 320 kV HVDC terminal station at Pugalur, Tamil Nadu; and 

 320 kV HVDC terminal station at North Trichur, Kerala. 
 
18. Associated investments.  Not funded by the project are the actual HVDC transmission 
lines connecting the HVDC terminal stations listed above. The 800 kV HVDC line from Raigarh 
HVDC terminal to Pugalur HVDC terminal will be about 1,838 km in length.  The proposed route 
will avoid high wind zone coastal areas, dense forest areas, wild life sanctuaries and other 
sensitive areas.  The estimated cost of this line is Rs5,281 crore or about $800 million. The 320 
kV HVDC line from Pugalur to Trichur will be about 160 km in length, with about 80 km of this to 
be done underground. The estimated cost for this line is Rs1,160 crore or $ 183 million ($31 
million for the overhead portion, and $151 million for the underground portion). Actual line 
surveys and final locations are in process and expected to be completed in 6–8 months. 
Completion dates for the lines are scheduled to coincide with the completion dates for the 
terminals.  
 
19. The HVDC bipole8 link between the western region (Raigarh, Chhattisgarh) and southern 
region (Pugalur, Tamil Nadu) and North Trichur (Kerala) has been designed for overall system 
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optimization. The system and equipment parameters are chosen keeping in view the present 
trend in technology. The conductors are selected in consideration of thermal capacity, electricity 
loss, and other factors. The bus bar materials and the clamps and connectors are chosen 
meeting the stringent international requirements to ensure the reliability of the facilities. The 
reactors and other switchgears are also suitably selected and evaluated before award itself for 
most reliable and efficient operation. The 320 kV HVDC option for the Pugalur to Trichur line 
was chosen, as well as opting for an underground portion, in consideration of rights-of-way 
issues related to the highly populated and developed areas of Kerala state, as direct current 
lines having smaller rights-of-way footprints. 
 
20. HVDC technology. HVDC transmission systems use direct current for the bulk 
transmission of electric power, as compared to the usual alternating current systems. HVDC is 
proven to be the most cost effective means of transmitting bulk power over long distances. For 
point-to-point transmission, at 1,000 MW design capacity or higher, HVDC is economically 
preferable for system lengths exceeding 700 km to 800 km, and transmission losses are also 
less. The energy thus saved is additional energy transmitted to end users, and thus the energy 
saved on account of reduced losses could be construed as energy generated. In addition, the 
footprint of a direct current transmission tower is smaller than that of an alternating current 
transmission tower. Other advantages of HVDC are that direct current systems have no power 
system stability issues as compared to alternating current systems. 
 
21. Further associated investments. A set of alternating current lines is planned to stem 
from the HVDC terminal at Pugalur for alternating current system strengthening and 
disbursement of power into various areas within Tamil Nadu in the Southern Grid. These are in 
the planning stage and will include 400 kV transmission lines from the Pugalur HVDC terminal 
to an existing alternating current substation also at Pugalur, and to substation locations in the 
towns of Arasur, Thiruvalam, and Edayapralayam. Also planned are various substation and 
system strengthening equipment installation related to these locations, such as line reactors, 
and an additional transmission line from Edayapralayam to Udumulpet, also within Tamil Nadu.   
 
 
 
 

 


